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Abstract. In this paper we propose an approach conceived to handle the interoperability in meta-environments. The paper first illustrates the relevance of
model interoperability in the present software engineering applications; then, it
presents the proposed approach, with a particular emphasis to the relevant role
MOF and XMI play in it. Finally, it illustrates a prototype we have realized for
verifying the applicability of the proposed approach in a real case, namely the
Business Process Management domain.

1 Introduction
One of the most important trends that are presently characterizing the software engineering community is the larger and larger exploitation of the model engineering
paradigm. Its adoption is leading to a revolution analogous to that characterizing the
80’s of last century, when procedural programming has been substituted by the object-oriented paradigm.
In such a context models will play the key role; they will be exploited not only for
documentation but also for software development; they will benefit of software automatic generation techniques.
In this scenario, the Object Management Group (OMG) [9] has proposed to shift
from the classic Object Management Architecture (OMA) [3], characterized by an interpretative approach based on the development of complex middleware platforms
such as CORBA [8], to the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [4] characterized by a
generative approach based on model transformation.
One of the key issues characterizing this revolution is the necessity to move modelrelevant information from one development environment to another one in a transpar*
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ent and efficient way. This is even more important in case of round-trip engineering
since, in this context, it is necessary to migrate models among modelling platforms in
a bi-directional way.
Model reuse in environments different from those they have been realized in, has
several motivations. Some of the most important ones are the following:
− a single modelling tool typically cannot be used during the whole life cycle of an
information system under development, i.e. from its strategic planning to its maintenance;
− even in integrated modelling environments, the various components might be not
able to show the best performance for each phase of the system life cycle;
− in the development of highly heterogeneous systems, an organization might decide
to use different methods or development processes; as a consequence, a single development tool might be not capable to satisfy all requirements;
− the life time of some projects might be of several decades; it can be easily foreseen
that no presently available modelling tool will be available, or at least be retrocompatible, for such a long time;
− in large projects, spread over different companies, there is only a little chance that
all participants will use the same set of development tools.
All the examples illustrated above allow us to conclude that, without a good interoperability among different modelling environments, users will be forced to exploit a
small set of development tools or, alternatively, to totally renounce to their modelling
activity.
The MDA allows the definition of various approaches for handling model interoperability; in this paper we propose a solution based on meta-model transformation.
The architecture underlying our solution is shown in figure 1 and is based on the ideas
developed in [12].
The core of our proposal consists of the exploitation of a common meta-metamodel and a meta-data exchange facility. In our approach, this has been identified in
the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [5, 26] and the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [7,
15]. As it will be clear in the following, the exploitation of these two standards allows
uniformity among involved models to be easily gained.
We shall illustrate all details of our approach in the next section. Here, we consider
extremely relevant to point out that its feasibility has been extensively verified in a
real application case, in particular in the Business Process Management domain. In
this field, various process modelling languages exist, some of them focusing on business aspects such as ADONIS1 BPMS language [17], Event-driven Process Chains
[19] or UML Activity Diagrams [6], others focus on execution aspects such as Business Process Modelling Language (BPML) [2], XML Process Definition Language
(XPDL) [11] or Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS
or BPEL) [1]. These languages are characterized by significantly heterogeneous paradigms; therefore, their interoperability is difficult to be gained. In this context our approach can play a key role; indeed, the capability to define mappings between the
meta-models corresponding to the various languages and the MOF meta-model would
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automatically imply the possibility to exploit MOF as a common language for defining meta-models and XMI as a common language for meta-data exchange.
In order to verify the feasibility of our approach we have realized a prototype handling the mapping between the meta-model of ADONIS and the MOF meta-model. In
our opinion, obtained results are encouraging; they are described below.
The outline of the paper is as follows: section 2 presents a general overview of our
approach. Technical details are illustrated in section 3. In section 4 we describe our
prototype for handling the mapping between the meta-model produced by ADONIS
and the corresponding MOF meta-model. In section 5 we provide a brief overview of
related work. Finally, in section 6 we draw our conclusions.

Fig. 1. A general approach for model transformation

2 Overview of the Proposed Approach
The general architecture of our approach is shown in figure 1. Both MOF and XMI
play a key role in it.
Recall that XMI defines the way a generic MOF-compliant model will be represented as an XML document. For a given meta-model, each XMI-conforming implementation will produce a DTD (or an XML Schema), representing the meta-model,
and an XML document, representing an instance of the given meta-model.
The specific generation rules rely on a MOF definition of the model’s meta-model;
therefore, a meta-model can have its models interchanged through XMI only if it is
represented as an instance of the MOF meta-meta-model. It is worth pointing out that
XMI works at all abstraction levels of the meta-model architecture defined by MOF.
This implies that it can be used for both the object serialization and the meta-data exchange (see below).
Our architecture is a particular case of the MOF meta-data architecture. An example of the MOF architecture, tailored for the UML environment, is shown in figure 2.

− The lowest layer, sometimes called original level [18], is that originating the model
and often contains run-time data. At this level XMI can be used for handling the
object serialization.
− The model layer includes the meta-data relative to the lowest layer. Meta-data are
aggregated as models. At this level XMI can be used for handling the model or the
meta-data exchange among tools using the same meta-model.
− The meta-model layer includes the description of both the structure and the semantics of the meta-data, i.e. the meta-meta-data. The meta-meta-data are aggregated
as meta-models. A meta-model is an “abstract language” for describing different
kinds of data. At this level, XMI can be used for representing the model language,
i.e. the meta-model.
− The meta-meta-model layer includes the description of both the structure and the
semantics of the meta-meta-data. The use of XMI at this level allows an MOF
model to be represented as an XML document.

Fig. 2. The MOF four-layer architecture

In the standard OMG modelling stack, the meta-meta-model (also called MOF
Model) is self-defined and allows the definition of meta-models at the third layer. The
UML meta-model is one of the well-known examples of meta-models; it is possible to
define also other generic languages for meta-modelling. In this paper we shall focus
our attention on the exploitation of XMI at the second layer of the MOF stack.

3 Technical Details
In this section we shall illustrate the proposed architecture into detail. In order to carry
out such a task we shall consider, as an example, the mapping between the ADONIS
Business Process meta-model and the MOF meta-model, and the consequent translation of models produced by ADONIS into XMI-compliant documents. The considered
version of the XMI specification is 1.2.

ADONIS is a business meta-modelling tool with components such as information
acquisition, modelling, analysis, simulation, evaluation, process costing, documentation, staff management, and import/export [17]. Its main feature is its method independence. This means, that starting from the ADONIS meta-tool level, distinct business modelling tools with specialized meta-models can be derived. The main
application area of ADONIS is Business Process Management.
Figure 3 contains a fragment of the default ADONIS Business Process metamodel. By its examination we can observe that such a meta-model consists of a composition hierarchy. This is a typical feature of most meta-models. In the hierarchy the
BusinessProcessModel element consists of three sub-elements, namely
FlowObject, Variable and RandomGenerator.
The composition is defined by means of the MOF’s composite association form.
An MOF composite association form is a (conceptually strong) binding among instances; it is characterized by the following properties:

Fig. 3. The ADONIS Business Process meta-model

− it is asymmetrical, with one end denoting the “composite” and the other one representing the “components”;
− an instance cannot be a component of more than one composite at a time, under
any composite relationship;
− an instance cannot be a component of itself, of its components, of the components
of its components, and so on, under any composite relationship;
− when a “composite” instance is deleted, all its components, all the components of
its components, etc., are also deleted;
− an instance cannot be a component of an instance from a different package extent
(composition closure rule).

Fig. 4. A model conforming to the ADONIS Business Process meta-model

Mapping the ADONIS Business Process meta-model into the MOF meta-model
implies to apply suitable production rules to obtain an XMI-compliant XML document for each ADONIS Business Process model. A simple Business Process model,
conforming to the Business Process meta-model of figure 3, is shown in figure 4. The
model “BP Contract value enquiries” shows an enquiry of a customer concerning the
value of his insurance contract such as a life insurance contract. After contract check,
the current value of the contract is calculated. The customer will be informed in written form, which is done in the sub process “SP Dispatch written evaluation”. In parallel, if no contract value was calculated (here: likelihood of 20%), the customer agent
will be informed to contact the customer.
In the following we illustrate how the production rules for obtaining an XMIcompliant XML document from an ADONIS Business Process model can be applied.
For this illustration we shall consider the model of figure 4 and the corresponding
meta-model of figure 3.
Production rules are applied starting from the root of the model, i.e. the unique instance of the BusinessProcessModel element. After the root has been considered, rules are applied throughout the model hierarchy by navigating the composition
links. For each object, including the root, an element start-tag is generated; to this
purpose, the name of the corresponding element in the meta-model is adopted. As an
example, if we consider the root in figure 3, we obtain:
<BusinessProcessGraph.BusinessProcessModel
xmi.id="od.1">
For each attribute of the current object, a suitable XML element is generated and
the attribute is enclosed in it. The name of the element is derived from the name of the
attribute, as it appears in the meta-model. As an example, the attribute name of the
root in figures 3 and 4 is translated as follows:
<BusinessProcessGraph.BusinessProcessModel.name>
BP Contract value enquiries
</BusinessProcessGraph.BusinessProcessModel.name>

Each composite association is translated in XMI by means of the XML element
containment. As an example, the composite association between the elements BusinessProcessModel and FlowObject in figure 3 is translated as:
<BusinessProcessGraph.BusinessProcessModel.
ownedElement>
As previously pointed out, after the root has been examined, the other objects of
the model are taken into account. For each of them, a suitable element is written out
in the corresponding XML document; such a task is carried out by following the
guidelines illustrated above. As an example, the XML start-tag for representing the
object Check contract in figure 4 (that is an instance of the element Activity
of figure 3) is the following:
<BusinessProcessGraph.Activity xmi.id="obj.2">
Just as before, an element is created for each attribute of the object. In our example, Check contract is an instance of the element FlowObject in figure 4 and
this element has an attribute called name; this attribute is translated as follows:
<BusinessProcessGraph.Activity.name>
Check contract
</BusinessProcessGraph.Activity.name>
After an element and those linked to it have been examined, the end-tag corresponding to it is generated. As an example, the end-tag associated with the element
FlowObject and the corresponding instance Check contract is as follows:
</BusinessProcessGraph.Activity>
Analogously, after all the elements of a composite association have been examined, an end-tag relative to it is generated. As an example, the end-tag associated with
the composite association between the elements BusinessProcessModel and
FlowObject is the following:
</BusinessProcessGraph.BusinessProcessModel
.ownedElement>
Finally, as far as the simple association is concerned, its links are represented in the
content of a suitable element contained in the standard XMI.content element. As
an example, consider the cyclic association subSequent in figure 3, recursively
linking the element FlowObject, and the corresponding instance in figure 4, linking Check contract to Valuating the contract; the associated XML
code is the following:
<BusinessProcessGraph.subSequent xmi.id="con.1">
<BusinessProcessGraph.subSequent.from>
<BusinessProcessGraph.Activity xmi.idref="obj.2" />
</BusinessProcessGraph.subSequent.from>
<BusinessProcessGraph.subSequent.to>
<BusinessProcessGraph.Activity xmi.idref="obj.3" />
</BusinessProcessGraph.subSequent.to>
</BusinessProcessGraph.subSequent>

In an analogous way all the other elements, attributes, composite associations and
simple associations of the model can be represented within the XMI-compliant XML
document.
At the end of the whole process, the end-tag of the root is generated. As far as our
example is concerned, the following end-tag is written out:
</BusinessProcessGraph.BusinessProcessModel>
This closes our discussion about the translation modalities of our approach.
It is worth pointing out, that even if in our discourse we have considered the translation from ADONIS to MOF, the approach we are proposing here is general and
could be applied for translating any Business Process model to MOF. For this reason,
we can say that it guarantees the interoperability among different meta-models.

4 Prototype
In this section we describe the prototype we have realized for handling the mapping
between the ADONIS Business Process meta-model and the MOF meta-model, and
the consequent translation of models produced by ADONIS into XMI-compliant
documents. Our prototype is characterized by two main features:
− Exporting a model produced by ADONIS into an XMI-compliant XML document.
− Importing an XMI-compliant XML document representing a model into ADONIS.
As a consequence, it allows the model interchange between ADONIS and any
XMI-compliant CASE tool available in the market.
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Fig. 5. The architecture of the prototype

Our prototype is strongly based on the W3C family of XML-based standards conceived for handling MOF compatible meta-data. These are very variegated and allow
various transformation systems, like XSLT, to be applied to meta-data at any abstraction level. The overall framework of the prototype is shown in figure 5.
The core of the system consists of a set of XSLT templates; these are applied to the
source XML document returned by ADONIS (hereafter, ADOXML document) and
representing a Business Process model; they produce an XML document compliant
with the XMI specifications (hereafter, XMI document). The XSLT templates can be
applied also for translating an XMI document into an ADOXML one.

The structure of the XSLT templates is shown in figure 6. Three main packages
can be recognized, namely: Import, Export and Language.

Fig. 6. The XSLT template structure of the prototype

The Import package defines the stylesheets used for translating an XMI document
into an ADOXML one. This package is decomposed into the following sub-packages:
(i) The Namespace package defines the stylesheets for fixing the namespace declarations in the source XMI document. (ii) The Engine package defines the stylesheets for
translating UML diagrams into an intermediate ADOXML document. (iii) The Custom package defines the stylesheets for handling the layout information of specific
CASE tools. This sheet manages also the heterogeneities regarding the representation
of UML attributes and relations [16]. (iv) The Sort package contains the stylesheets
for sorting the intermediate ADOXML document in order to produce a final XML
document compliant with the ADONIS specifications.
The Export package defines the stylesheets used for translating an ADOXML
document into an XMI one. This package is decomposed into the following subpackages: (i) The Datatypes package defines the stylesheets for generating the XML
document containing all the data types used in the ADOXML document. (ii) The Engine package defines the stylesheets for handling the UML diagrams defined into the
source XMI document. (iii) The Custom package defines the stylesheets for tailoring
the XMI document to a specific CASE tool.
The Language package is a support package for making our prototype available in
various natural languages such as English, German etc.
The behaviour of the Import process is illustrated in figure 7.
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Fig. 7. An UML Activity Diagram showing the behaviour of the Import process

For each activity shown in the diagram an XSLT sheet is applied to the input XML
document. The various activities related to the Import process behave as follows:
− Fixing Namespace Declaration. The XSLT technology requires the explicit declaration of the namespaces used during the transformation. However, the UML
namespace declaration is not consistent through different XMI implementations.
Such an inconsistency precludes the stylesheet to work with a generic document.
This activity aims at removing such an inconsistency.
− Translating Layout Information. The XMI document is examined in order to determine the exporter software. Then, a suitable XSLT sheet is applied to the document for generating an intermediate XMI document. This sheet also handles heterogeneities regarding the representation of UML attributes and relations [16].
− Generating ADOXML Document. An intermediate ADOXML document is generated starting from the intermediate XMI document.
− Sorting ADOXML Document. In this step the intermediate ADOXML document is
sorted for producing the final ADOXML document compliant with the ADONIS
specifications.
The behaviour of the Export process is illustrated in figure 8. For each activity
shown in the diagram an XSLT sheet is applied to the input XML document. The
various activities related to the Export process behave as follows:
− Generating DataType Document. In this step an XML document specifying data
types used in the ADOXML document is generated.
− Generating XMI Document. During this step the output XMI document is generated starting from the input ADOXML document and the XML document containing the data type definition produced during the previous step.
− Translating Layout Information. Starting from the ADONIS diagram representation, a third-party CASE tool diagram representation is generated.
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Fig. 8. An UML Activity Diagram showing the behaviour of the Export process

5 Related Work
In the following we provide a brief overview of three major categories of related
work: data and systems integration, XML-based languages for Business Process Management, and model transformation approaches.
In the database management domain, issues such as schema integration [13] and
data migration in federated databases [24] focus on comparable problems such as
metamodel integration and model interoperability. Solutions from the systems integration domain also provide valuable input for data and meta-data integration [20, 22,
25]. Nevertheless, the richness of modelling language semantics needs additional aspects to be solved in model interoperability. One of the problems which is not covered
by the aforementioned approaches is the problem of heterogeneous process flow semantics in the exchange of models in different process modelling languages.
Since the advent of XML various XML-based process description languages were
published [23] such as XPDL [11], BPML [2], and BPEL [1]. Additionally, XMI [7]
is a candidate to be accepted as a general model and meta-model exchange format.
These languages will provide valuable support for model interoperability.
But even if XMI will serve as a general model exchange facility, the semantic interoperability of models and meta-models in heterogeneous meta-environments still
needs further mechanisms such as semantic model transformations to connect different modelling domains appropriately [21]. In this area, we see a strong contribution
from transformation approaches in the domain of model-driven development and
model engineering. In [14], a good overview of various model-to-model and modelto-code transformation approaches can be found.

6 Conclusions
The large heterogeneities presently characterizing Business Process Management languages makes model interoperability to play a key role in the context of metaenvironments management. The presented paper gives a contribution in this setting by
proposing a framework for handling interoperability among different typologies of
enterprise models. Such a feature is gained by exploiting the MOF and the XMI standards.
We have developed a prototype applying the underlying ideas of the proposed
framework. This guarantees the interoperability between the meta business modelling
tool ADONIS and any XMI-compliant CASE tool available in the market. Obtained
results are particularly encouraging; a proof of this is that an extension of the prototype realized, will be made available for ADONIS customers.
Nevertheless, we still see a number of open issues, which will guide our further research. One of these issues is the semantic interoperability of models and metamodels in different meta-environments. Even if models can be exchanged e.g. using
XMI, the semantic meaning of the models and meta-models in each metaenvironment may be different. Ontology may serve as an appropriate tool in this context.
Other issues for further evaluation are non-functional aspects such as performance,
ease of use and security in model interoperability. E.g. currently one important performance obstacle in the practical application of the presented approach is the extensive main memory usage of the XSLT processor during transformation of large model
bases.
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